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Technological Research Initiative Africa (TRI - Africa) is a community developing
organization located in Masindi, Uganda, that gives services of advocacy and
consultancy in agriculture, career guidance and wealth creation.
TRI - Africa serves;
Farmers, especially rural based providing them rural banking opportunities, securing
their lands from land grabbers, marketing of their products, giving weather index,
lobbing both moral and financial support, insuring farmers projects against risks,
proper use of agro-inputs as well as adopting technological progresses in farming.
Students, especially in career guidance through mentoring them on how to make
right choices of subjects/courses that can easily be marketed and profitable in the
life after school. This is to minimize school drop outs, un employment threats.
The youth, especially skilling young men and women to also start earning a standard
of living. These comprises of carpenters, welders, craftsmen, tailors, mechanics and
builders.
TRI – Africa can partner with any organization that is working on legal
empowerment network in minimizing gender based violence and promoting human
rights in development in Bunyoro region as well as Uganda at large.
According to our research many house wives have been denied access to money after
selling projects products by their husbands for the case of farmers, husbands have
sold off homes without the consent of their wives, chassed from homes due to claims
for their rights and marginalized during decision making due to lack of awareness
on gender balance programs.
Also farmers and other rural people have lost properties and lands by land grabbers
on grounds of poor law taking approaches and corruption tendencies in the Country.
Important still, many young men and women (youth) have been thrown from homes
due to their struggles to defend their visions (clear right life careers), denied support
in attaining skills that could earn them a living to sustain their lives and become
independent. They have instead been forced to provide free labour, enter unprepared
marriages (early marriages).
TRI – Africa can work with any organization in fighting the afore mentioned threats
in the rural communities
“Shaping the future”

